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American Excelsior Releases NEW ErosionWorks® Version 9.1
Rainfall and Channel Erosion Analysis and Design Software
American Excelsior Company® announces ErosionWorks Version 9.1 - their all new free
rainfall and channel erosion analysis and design software program. With the introduction of
ErosionWorks Version 9.1, users now have a program that will take them from project
information to a comprehensive report with optional estimated material quantities and budgetary
information. The program is an essential tool for a wide range of user types from design
engineers to contractors. New features of the program include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Digital Plan Book complete with specifications, installation drawings, case studies, etc.
Good, Better, Best recommendations
Material Estimator
Options (100% Biodegradable, Functional Longevity, etc.)
My Reports section featuring savable/retrievable reports within the program
Comprehensive .pdf Reports for your files
Available on CD, for download at www.ErosionWorks.com, or it still runs live at
www.ErosionWorks.com like previous versions of the program

American Excelsior Releases State-of-Art ErosionWorks® Version 9.1 Rainfall and
Channel Erosion Analysis and Design Software (continued)

Kurt Kelsey, Director of Technical Services for American Excelsior said, “ErosionWorks
Version 9.1 is a valuable tool for anyone that designs, sells, or installs erosion and sediment
control products on slopes or in channels. There are many new features to the program that are
based on what our customers have asked for. The Material Estimator feature estimates the
amount of material required for your project based on specific project input. In addition, if
pricing information specific to the project is entered, the program will estimate material, anchor,
and total installed costs. Good, Better, Best recommendations provide the top three products,
based on performance, for each specific project. The Digital Plan Book can be downloaded with
ErosionWorks Version 9.1 at www.ErosionWorks.com or from CD. There are many other
updated features that truly make it a one of a kind slope and channel erosion analysis and design
tool.

American Excelsior Company offers a wide variety of erosion and sediment control devices, led
by Curlex® brand products, covering just about any conceivable soil situation an engineer could
be faced with. Technical support provided by their own testing facility, ErosionLab®, and
ErosionWorks Version 9.1 assists American Excelsior Company in continuing to find ways to
innovate new products to meet the demands of an ever changing market and economy.
To learn more about ErosionWorks Version 9.1 or any of American Excelsior's variety of
products, visit:
www.curlex.com or contact Customer Service at: (888) 352-9582.

